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Background image: point cloud of the actual monastery superimposed over plan of the Monastery of Madre de Deus, authored by José Maria Nepomuceno, architect, 19th Century



After learning basic modelling practices from point cloud data in Revit, 
students will be divided into several team projects tasked to reveal mys-
teries about the primitive nucleus of this former monastery. Superseding 
the scope of common Historic Building Information Modelling (HBIM) 
practices, the aim of this course is about discovery. 

What can this form of digital reconstruction contribute to revealing com-
plex architectural histories? How can we represent our speculations of 
both the possible and impossible? How can our findings be communicat-
ed to diverse publics in engaging ways? 

Using hybrid research materials such as paintings, texts, photographs, 
historic drawings, point cloud data and conversations with experts, we 
hope to answer some of these questions as we reconstruct the tangible 
and intangible fragments of the building’s history.



Intregrated HBIM e-learning platform



1 Entrance Door (1)
2 Primitive Church – Hypothesis 1 (4)
3 Primitive Church – Hypothesis 2 (3)
4 The Arab Room (2)
5 Modelling the plans of Nepomuceno (2)
6 Modelling the building As-Found (7)
7 The Low Choir (2)
8 3D Printed Chronology Models (2)

Division of groups into various hypotheses and spaces



Site visit to the museum



Site visit to the museum
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Site visit to the museum



Initial site visit to the museum - Fall 2021



Student Work - Primitive Church - Hypothesis 1 - Beatriz Fabião, Laura Guia, Mariana Alves. Ricardo Aparício
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Student Work - Primitive Church - Hypothesis 2 - Beatriz Santana, Bryan Rodrigues, Inês Almeida
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Translation of historic sources into digital reconstructions 



Student Work - Primitive Church - Hypothesis 2 - Beatriz Santana, Bryan Rodrigues, Inês Almeida

Adjusting reconstruction hypothesis to historic sources and point clouds



Student Work - Primitive Church - Hypothesis 2 - Beatriz Santana, Bryan Rodrigues, Inês Almeida

Three hypotheses resulting from the analysis of diverse data 



Student Work - Primitive Church - Hypothesis 3 - Lucas Mendoza

De-constructing historic perspectives and cross-
referencing textual sources for the interior and 
exterior of the 16th century church



Student Work - Primitive Church - Hypothesis 3 - Lucas Mendoza

Consolidating sources into a single 
proposal for the 16th century church



Student Work - Arab Room - Madalena Roque, Maria Salvador
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Student Work - Arab Room - Madalena Roque, Maria Salvador

Reconstructing the lost alatar and 16th 
century atmosphere of the Arab Room



Student Work - Low Choir - Jolanta Krzywdzinska, Emeline Gallais



Student Work - Low Choir - Jolanta Krzywdzinska, Emeline Gallais

Exploring hypotheses of a vaulted 
ceiling in the lower choir before and 
after 19th century renovation works  

Point clouds of the ceiling in the space 
today used to speculate the original 
column locations



Student Work - Low Choir - Jolanta Krzywdzinska, Emeline Gallais

Reconstructing and repositioning the 
choir seating from the high choir to 
their original location in the low choir



Student Work - 17th Century Facade - Bianca Friebel

Reconstructing the 17th century fa-
cade based on the analysis of consis-
tent architectural elements observed 
across historic records from the 16th 
- 19th century



Presentation of student work at the museum - Fall 2021
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Presentation of student work at the museum - Fall 2021



“Reason begins when discourses organized with the 
goal of being right cease, [...] an equality in act, ver-
ified, at each step by those marchers who, in their 
constant attention to themselves and in their end-
less revolving around the truth, find the right sen-
tences to make themselves understood by others.”

Jaques Rancière, The Ignorant Schoolmaster: Five Lessons in 
Intellectual Emancipation, 1987



Throughout the five month course, a digital model of the 16th century is being developed in parallel to the 
discoveries made by students, conversations with specialists and the historical research carried out by Dr. Pais.


